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14 Claims. (Cl. 204-146) 

This invention is that of a process of electrolytically 
stripping coatings of copper, zinc, tin, brass or bronze, 
or other alloys wherein these individual metals predomi 
nate, from ferrous metals, to leave the ferrous metals free 
of the particular non-ferrous metal coating and provide 
in a readily freely available state the stripped off non 
ferrous metal. 
More particularly the method of the invention involves 

stripping said non-ferrous metal (singly or as such an 
aforesaid alloy) coating from a ferrous metal base or 
substrate by passing an electric current through the thus 
coated ferrous metal while it is submerged in an alkaline 
aqueous bath having a water-soluble pyrophosphate dis 
solved in it, through which bath the current passes to a 
cathode inert to the bath. Such bath is prepared free of 
any electrolyte which forms a water-soluble salt of the 
non-ferrous metal and thus would enable its direct electro 
deposition as a strongly adherent electroplate. 
The expression “ferrous metal” is used in its generally 

recognized sense as covering steel (including stainless 
steel), and iron and its alloys wherein it ordinarily 
predominates. So also the non-ferrous metals copper, 
zinc and tin are respectively separately intended not neces 
sarily to be restricted merely to the individual metal itself 
but to include it as well as the various alloys in which 
such individual metal is the recognized predominating 
constituent. 
The method of the invention is applicable to remove 

the non-ferrous metal coating from the ferrous metal 
substrate regardless of whether the coating was applied 
as an electroplate, or by spray (as in metallizing), hot 
dip, or by rolling. 
As the invention initially is applicable especially in 

obtaining clean steel scrap from more generally scrap cop 
per or brass plated, and sometimes bronze plated, sheet 
steel, the invention conveniently can be explained more 
fully ‘by describing that speci?c application of it. 

Sheet steel plate with copper or brass are used very 
extensively, and bronze plated to a lesser extent, in pro 
ducing articles such as lipstick and cigaret holders, com 
pact cases, and others, as punchings. The waste skeleton 
of the plated sheet left from the punching operation, along 
with any rejected holders and cases, has no value and is 
given to the scrap dealers free merely for carting it away, 
with other saleable scrap. The copper or brass or bronze 
coated scrap is of no value to the scrap dealer because 
the steel mills cannot use it due to the deleterious effect 
of high copper content in steel. 
No suitable commercially practical operable or eco 

nomical method of treating such non-ferrous metal coated 
ferrous metal scrap is available to enable obtaining its 
iron in a form in which it can be used, and for the scrap 
so to become valuable. 
A valuable feature of this invention then is that it en 

ables easy removal of the non-ferrous coating to leave the 
ferrous metal without loss in a clean condition for it 
to be sold as prime scrap. 
A further feature of the invention is that its operating 
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Another feature of the invention is the low cost of 
operation of the bath for the pyrophosphate electrolyte 
is not consumed in use, and loss by dragout can be kept 
exceedingly low. 

Still a further feature of the invention is the ready re 
covery of the stripped off copper or other non-ferrous 
coating metal in a form in which it is readily saleable 
at good value. 
Yet another feature of the process is the stable char 

acter of the electrolysis bath which required no ad 
justment during operation. 

It is a further feature of the process that the electro 
lysis stops when all of the copper coating has been re 
moved so that there is no loss in iron and no chance of 
contaminating the recoverable non-ferrous metal with 
iron. 

Considered broadly, the invention is that of a process 
of removing a non-ferrous metal coating from a ferrous 
metal substrate, which method comprises submerging 
the non-ferrous metal coated ferrous metal in an aqueous 
alkaline bath having dissolved in it a readily water 
soluble pyrophosphate, and passing an electric current 
through the thus coated submerged ferrous metal as the 
anode, into and through the bath and to a cathode which 
is inert to the alkaline bath, and until substantially all 
of the non-ferrous metal coating has been removed from 
the ferrous metal substrate. It is advantageous that the 
bath be free of electrolytes which solubilize copper and 
allow it to be deposited on a cathode as a continuous 
and adherent electroplate. 

It is a striking feature of the invention that when all 
of the non-ferrous metal coating is removed, none of 
the ferrous metal substrate appears to be removed on 
continuing the ?ow of current. 
The process will operate at a concentration of as little 

as one quarter of a percent or less of the tetravalent 
pyrophosphate dissolved in the bath, but at that level 
the time to reach complete removal of the coating is quite 
long. Time production improvement is seen in building 
up to a pyrophosphate anion concentration of 0.75 per 
cent. However, it is advantageous to operate with the 
pyrophosphate anion concentration at from about 1.5 to 
about 5.5 percent. The pyrophosphate anion is the tetra 
valent anion P207. 

It is bene?cial to provide that anion by dissolving an 
alkali metal or ammonium pyrophosphate in the bath, 
and advantageously by using tetra~potassium pyrophos 
phate (i.e., K4P2O7) or tetra-sodium pyrophosphate (i.e., 
Na4P2Oq) or mixtures thereof. So far as presently indi 
cated, the potassium salt appears to perform better than 
the sodium salt. The process will operate with any of these 
dissolved even to saturation, but nothing is to be gained 
that high. 
At the high levels approaching saturation, the viscosity 

increases and dragout is greater although it is kept at 
a minimum ‘by rinsing the cleaned ferrous metal as it 
is held above the 'bath when removed from it. It is bene 
?cially practical not to use the water-soluble pyrophos 
phate in a concentration above that which will give 
greater than about 12 percent of the pyrophosphate anion, 
although as stated the process will operate at concentra 
tions beyond that. 

It is possible to operate the method with the bath at 
pH 9 and up to pH 9.5. However, above that it is ad 
vantageous in that the rate of removal of the non-ferrous 
coating is increased to about ?ve-fold by maintaining 
the bath at a pH of from about 10 to about 10.8. Thus, 
it is advantageous to operate at a pH from about 10 to 
about 11. The coating removal rate begins to drop when 
the pH is at about 11.2 and at above about pH 11.5 there 
does not appear to be any noticeable stripping. 
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These pH levels are by pH meter. The pH can be 
adjusted to the desired level, in preparing the bath, by 
adding suf?cient strong alkali hydroxide such as potas 
sium or sodium hydroxide. 

While the process operates at ambient temperature, it 
should be operated at elevated temperature bene?cially 
between about 130° F. to about 190° F., and so far as 
presently indicated, advantageously in the neighborhood 
of about 160° F. 
As to voltage, it is bene?cial, so far as presently in 

dicated, to operate at below about 7 volts and advan 
tageously at from about 3 to about 5 volts. So far as 
presently indicated, it is bene?cial for the current density 
to be under about 2 amperes per square foot and ad 
vantageous for it to be under one ampere per square 
foot. Much depends on the variation in size of the coated 
articles to be stripped, as well as the various different 
sizes of the pieces in the scrap loads. In a number of the 
best production runs the current density appeared to be 
between about 0.15 and 0.1 ampere per square foot. 
The cathode can be any suitable conductor. Generally 

it is advantageous to conduct the process in an iron tank. 
Such tank then can serve as the cathode as can also any 
other metal tank which is inert to the alkaline bath 
under the operating conditions and is a conductor. 

During the operation of the process, the passage of 
the current removes the copper or other non-ferrous 
metal from the coated steel or other ferrous metal; and 
the copper only loosely adheres to the cathode. The 
thus loosely ‘adhering copper readily is removed from the 
cathode by light scraping, and generally where it can 
‘be done merely by lightly striking the cathode. 
The thus removed copper can be allowed to accumulate 

‘at the bottom of the bath tank with any amount of it 
which fell to the bottom during the operation, or was 
accumulated there from the prior run or runs—to be 
removed in suitable manner when desired to when it is 
nearly so deep as soon to interfere with the movement 
of any part of the apparatus rotated in the tank. 

The aqueous alkaline bath can ‘be used, as indicated, 
quite inde?nitely for the water-soluble pyrophosphate is 
not destroyed in use and dragout losses are insigni?cant. 
That is so because they are kept at a minimum by rinsing 
the coatingcleaned steel with water, as mentioned above, 
and allowing the rinsings to run back into the tank. Thus, 
only insigni?cantly small amounts of water-soluble pyro 
phosphate need be added as indicated by the liquid level 
of the tank. 

In carrying out the stripping process of the invention, 
it is advantageous to load the scrap to ‘be stripped of 
non-ferrous metal coating into a perforated tumbling bar 
rel or drum mounted for rotation on an axially positioned 
electric conductor metal shaft serving as the anode. The 
latter is contacted by the scrap while the barrel is sub 
merged in the tank and rotated about the shaft anode, 
the outer ends of which are insulated from the tank 
which serves as the cathode. Such practical operation 
is exempli?ed "by the apparatus arrangement shown in 
the accompanying drawings wherein: 

FIG. 1 is a longitudinal side elevation of the apparatus, 
with part of a tank wall in broken section exposing the 
tumbling barrel (in this case as two units) and its shaft 
and supports, etc.; 
FIG. 2 is a top plan view; 
FIG. 3 is a front to rear vertically transverse section 

on an enlarged scale, along the line 3—3 of FIG. 1 
and viewed in the direction shown by the arrows; 

FIG. 4 is a fragmentary foreshortened longitudinally 
vertical sectional view through the dual barrels and their 
supports along the line 4—~4 of FIG. 3 and viewed in 
the direction shown by the arrows; and 

FIG. 5 is a fragmentary partial sectional view through 
the brushes encircling the shaft and at the end of the 
conductor, along the line 5—5 of FIG. 4 as viewed as 
directed ‘by the arrows. 
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The drawings show the steel, bath-holding tank 11, in 

which the twin or dual perforated wall drums or barrels 
12 and 12a are mounted in tandem for rotation about 
their common steel shaft 14 supported at its outer ends 
in opposed nylon insulator bearings 15. These bearings 
are carried in vertical suspension arms 16 depending into 
the tank with their lower ends spaced upwardly away 
from the tank bottom. 
The upper ends of these arms 16 are secured respec 

tively to the opposed ends of a pair of parallel hori 
zontal channel iron carriers 18. The latter extend over 
the length of tank 11 and are supported spaced upwardly 
away from contact with it by a pair of parallel widely 
horizontally spaced apart hoist—engagernent rods 19, each 
of which extends through ‘both of carriers 18 and has 
its outer ends seated in the grooves in the top of its 
respective pair of opposed insulator-separators 20 rest 
ing on encircling ?ange 21 of tank 11. 

Motor 23 drives shaft 14 ‘by chain belt 24 riding over 
motor sprocket 29 and shaft sprocket 30. Current from 
a power source and recti?er (both not shown) to con 
ductor 25 enclosed in its insulator-sheath 26 flows through 
the pressure-spring clamped brushes 28 to anode shaft 
14. Shaft sprocket 30 is insulated from shaft 14 by cen 
trally interposed nylon insulator rings 32 encircling the 
shaft and ?xed to rotate with its annularly-encircling rest 
of sprocket 30. 

Likewise, each of the end walls of each of the dual 
drums 12 and 12a is insulated from shaft 14 by a similar 
centrally interposed nylon insulator ring 33, 33a, and 34 
and 340. Each of the drums can be constructed of suitably 
strong material for the load to be carried in them, for 
example, sheet steel (which may be stainless) or other 
suitable metal, strong enough or suitably strengthened 
non-conductor material. They can be cylindrical or ad 
vantageously polygonal, e.g., octagonal (as in FIG. 3). 
The peripheral walls of the drums are perforated ad 

vantageously all over (by perforations 35), and should 
permit access for loading and unloading by suitable doors 
36 mounted on scabbard hinges and locked by easily close 
able and openable catches such as wing-nut tightenable 
hinged swing-bolts to allow quick unlatching and removal 
(if desired) of the doors for unloading the drums and also 
quick replacement and locking of the doors after loading. 
As already indicated, steel tank 14 serves as the cath 

ode, and a (negative) conductor 37 leads away from it 
to complete the circuit. With drums 12 and 12a positioned 
as seen in FIG. 3, the entire treating assembly including 
them, shaft 14, its suspension arms 16 can be lifted out 
of tank 11 by engaging hooks from hoist chains under 
the two parts of each of hoist-engagement rods 19 just 
outside of both channel iron carriers 18. The entire as 
sembly thus lifted out of tank 11 then can be let down 
with the lower ends of suspension arms 16 to rest on the 
plant ?oor. If the drums are of such capacity that the 
load on the shaft may be too great, an intermediate sus 
pension arm 16 with a nylon insulating bearing 15 can be 
included midway between the drums. Then shaft sprocket 
30 and brushes 28 are to be set suf?ciently further apart. 

With the entire treating assembly thus out of tank 11, 
the doors of drums 12 and 12a can be removed to allow 
loading coated scrap into them. A heater (not shown), 
insulated against receiving current from shaft 14 through 
the solution used in the tank, is placed conveniently effec 
tively located in tank 14 to enable heating the solution 
to the selected operating temperature and to maintain it 
there. 
A fairly practical size apparatus as seen in the draw 

ings has a tank about 15 feet along by 5 feet high by 3.5 
to 4 feet wide, with each drum about 7 feet long and 25 
inches in diameter ( with adequate clearance on all sides) 
with a capacity to handle at least 1500 to about 3000 
pounds of scrap per drum per run. 
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The method of the invention and operation of appara 
tus are illustrated by, but not limited to, the following 
example: ' ‘ l 

800 pounds of anhydrous tetrapotassium pyrophos 
phate (K4‘P2Oq) are chargedinto a tank 14 of the fore 
goingdimensions (width 3.5 feet), and dissolved by 
pumping in 1500 gallons of water (providing a solution 
of very nearly 6% concentration) while the heat is on to 
raise its temperature to about 160° F.‘The pH of the so 
lution is adjusted to 10.5 (by meter). In the meantime 
a ton of scrap copper-‘coated steel was loaded into each 
of the dual drums of the apparatus (as shown in the 
drawings) and having the above-noted dimensions. 
The entire drum and carrier assembly is raised and set 

in place with the drums submerged below the water level 
in the tank. The electrolysis current is turned on to pass 
a current of about 120 amperes at a voltage of 4.5 
through the ‘bath while motor 23 rotates the drums 12 
and 12a at 10 r.p.m. The copper is seen to be completely 
stripped from the steel an hour and a half and up to two 
hours (some variation occurs according to the thickness 
of the non-ferrous coating). 
The stripped off copper deposits loosely adherently on 

the walls of tank 14 and drops down as a ?nely divided 
metal sludge over the bottom of the tank on striking its 
sides. No further metal is removed after the copper thus 
is stripped off. The electrolysis current then is shut off, the 
entire assembly of drums and carriers raised out of the 
bath and held above it while a water spray rinses dragout 
solution from the drums, their scrap content, the shaft 
and suspension arms 16 back into the bath bene?cially to 
raise its level back to where it was before the assembly 
was submerged in it. 
The assembly then is moved aside and lowered to the 

plant ?oor level, and the cleaned scrap is removed and 
replaced by a new load of coated scrap, with which the 
operation of the example is repeated. Such operation is 
repeated again and again. Instead of copper-coated scrap, 
the operation can be repeated with brass-coated scrap, 
or with any other of the hereinabove non-ferrous alloy 
coated scraps. However, before changing to strip scrap 
with a different coating, the copper-containing sludge 
should be removed from the bottom of the tank, and 
similarly, also with the accumulations of each respectively 
different non-ferrous metal scrap. Each of these can be 
rinsed and dried and sold. 
The operation conditions can be varied within the 

ranges disclosed further above as the character of the 
different types of scrap may require. The K4‘P2O7 may be 
replaced in part or as a whole by another applicable pyro 
phosphate, as disclosed hereinabove, for example, tetra 
sodium pyrophosphate. The pH can be checked from time 
to time and be adjusted with alkali metal hydroxide when 
necessary. Small amounts of the desired pyrophosphate 
can be added when, after many runs, it may be seen to 
}>e rlleeded to bring its concentration back to a desired 
eve . 

Two complete assemblies can be used so that a loaded 
one can be lowered to submerge its drums in the bath 
when a ?nished rinsed one is removed to be unloaded 
and re—?lled. It is also helpful to have a wider bath and 
to have two separate sets of drums submerged and at dif 
ferent stages of completion while a third one is outside be 
ing emptied and re-?lled. 
The process can operate also on lacquered non-ferrous 

metal coatings and result in removing the lacquer and the 
metal coating without prior treatment of the lacquer~— 
and works similarly with oily and greasy non-ferrous 
metal coatings. 
The tank can be made of steel, or any other conductor 

metal, or alloys of them, so long as it is an electrical con 
ductor, and advantageously a structural metal higher than 
copper in the electromotive series and inert to the alkaline 
electrolysis conditions. 
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6 
The perforated walls of the tumbler drum can be made 

of some other suitably strong enough metal or non-metal 
so long as it is inert to the alkaline electrolysis bath. 
While the invention has been explained by detailed de 

scription of certain speci?c embodiments of it, it is under 
stood that various modi?cations or substitutions can 'be 
made in any of them within the scope of the appended 
claims which are intended also to cover equivalents of 
the speci?c embodiments. 
What is claimed is: 
1. The process of stripping from a ferrous metal sub 

strate a non-ferrous metal coating member of the class 
consisting of copper, zinc, tin, brass, bronze, and other al 
loys wherein these separate metals predominate; which 
process comprises: 

(a) submerging said non-ferrous metal coated ferrous 
metal in an aqueous alkaline electrolysis bath hav 
ing a pH of from 9 to about 11.5 and whose principal 
electrolyte consists essentially of a pyrophosphate 
soluble in water to give an alkaline solution and a 
tetravalent pyrophosphate anion concentration of at 
least about one-quarter percent by Weight, said solu 
tion being free of any solute (i) which can form a 
water-soluble salt of the non-ferrous metal and en 
able its electrodeposition as a strongly adherent elec 
trodeposit, and (ii) which can enable any signi? 
cant deposition of iron, under the operating condi 
tions; 

(b) passing an electric current through said coated 
metal into and through said bath to a cathode inert 
to said bath under the operating conditions; and 

(c) until said non-ferrous metal is substantially com 
pletely stripped from the ferrous metal substrate. 

2. The process as claimed in claim 1, wherein the 
pyrophosphate is a member of the class consisting of an 
alkali metal pyrophosphate and ammonium pyrophos 
phate. 

3. The process as claimed in claim 2, wherein the 
voltage is under about 7. 

4. The process as claimed in claim 2, wherein the volt 
age is from about 3 to about 5 volts. 

5. The process as claimed in claim 2, wherein the cur 
rent density is under about 2 amperes per square foot. 

6. The process as claimed in claim 5, wherein the cur 
rent density is under about one-half ampere per square 
foot. 

7. The process as claimed in claim 1, wherein the 
pyrophosphate is an alkali metal pyrophosphate. 

8. The process as claimed in claim 7, wherein the pH 
of the bath exceeds 9.5. 

9. The process as claimed in claim 8, wherein the pH 
of the bath is from about 10 to about 11. 

10. The process as claimed in claim 7, wherein the 
pH of the bath is from about 10 to about 11 and the pyro 
phosphate concentration is from about 1.5 to about 5.5 
percent. 

11. The process as claimed in claim 10, wherein the 
pyrophosphate is at least one of potassium pyrophosphate 
and sodium pyrophosphate; and removal of metal from 
the anode discontinues when the non-ferrous metal coat 
ing is substantially completely removed from it. 

12. The process as claimed in claim 11, wherein the 
non-‘ferrous metal coating is one wherein copper pre 
dominates; and the copper deposits only loosely adhering 
to the cathode and is readily removable from it even by 
merely striking the cathode. 

13. The process as claimed in claim 1, wherein the elec 
trolysis bath is contained within con?ning walls which 
are an electric conductor and serve as the cathode, and a 
rigid anode is mounted for rotation about its own axis 
within said bath and at an angle of less than about 45 
degrees to horizontal; and said coated ferrous metal con 
sists of a plurality of pieces of it which are enclosed 
within perforated continuous con?ning surfaces encircling 
said anode as a shaft and rotatable with it; and said anode 
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is so positioned to be contacted by pieces of said ferrous 
metal and for them to be submerged in the bath; and said 
ferrous metal pieces are tumbled about within said con 
?ning surfaces until the removal of the non-ferrous metal 
is substantially complete and the so retained ferrous 
metal pieces stripped of the non-ferrous metal coating are 
removed within said con?ning surfaces from said bath. 

14. The process as claimed in claim 1, wherein the 
Water-soluble pyrophosphate is the only solute in the 
bath. 
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